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COMMENTARY 

* Current week daily load plotted with past 3 months daily load 

The EIA storage report was a yawner as a reported 9 Bcf withdrawal was slightly more than the 3 Bcf estimates. This now puts inven-
tories at 16% more than last year and roughly 37% higher than the five-year average. To put that into context, if we had another 
withdrawal equal to that during Winter Storm Heather in January, we'd still be ahead of last year's storage numbers. Said another 
way, add a zero to this week's withdrawal number (mark it 90 Dude) and we'd be up 12%. There is plenty of gas in storage.  

This week EIA released their monthly Short-Term Energy Outlook (STEO). In the past we've raved about this report as it is full of 
interesting data and forecasts. While the report covers all forms of energy, for us it's natural gas we focus on for obvious reasons. This 
week's WPO is going to be a dive into some of these numbers. 

EIA is forecasting Henry Hub natural gas prices to remain below $2/MMBtu through Q2 of this year. February's final average of $1.72/
MMBtu was 30% off their forecast for the month.  EIA is keeping their prediction for gas production unchanged from February at just 
under 104 Bcf/d. Over the past couple weeks we've cited some of the big companies cutting production. EIA is stating that LNG export 
demand will be enough to support their forecast for 104. While we don't do forecasting ourselves, if these prices remain where 
predicted, we'd expect production cuts to continue. Remember our commentary about the cure for lower prices is lower prices and 
almost always involves a change in supply or demand.  

Finally, if you're a sports fan, spring brings the best of two worlds with the NCAA men's basketball tournament and opening day. Since 
we tend to be numbers guys, we thought we'd share this amazing statistic provided by an X favorite, BaseballHistoryNut. Hall of 
Famer Tony Gwynn (and personal favorite) dished out 590 assists in his four year All Conference career as a point guard at San Diego 
State. In 20 years as a big leaguer, he struck out 434 times. For context, HOFer Rod Carew (also a favorite) struck out 1028 times in 27 
more career at bats. Amazing.  
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https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/steo/index.php

